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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

RAT-BASTARD NON-CITIZEN JUDGE
Recites Gibberish
11/30/18 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
The Washington Times on November 30, 2018, wrote the following:
“A federal judge in New York has ruled the Trump sanctuary city crackdown illegal Friday — but even went further and also ruled the law
Congress passed requiring information-sharing is unconstitutional.
Judge Edgardo Ramos‘ decision frees sanctuary jurisdictions in New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Washington, Massachusetts and Virginia to continue their policies without fear of losing federal money.

The rat-bastard non-citizen judge was reciting gibberish when he made a ruling on
Trump’s “anti-sanctuary city” crackdown. This scum-talking judge should have been
enforcing the proper law:
8 U.S. Code § 1325 - Improper entry by alien - (a) Improper time or place; avoidance of examination or inspection; misrepresentation and
concealment of facts
Any alien who (1) enters or attempts to enter the United States at any time or place other than as designated by immigration officers, or (2)
eludes examination or inspection by immigration officers, or (3) attempts to enter or obtains entry to the United States by a willfully false or
misleading representation or the willful concealment of a material fact, shall, for the first commission of any such offense, be fined under title
18 or imprisoned not more than 6 months, or both, and, for a subsequent commission of any such offense, be fined under title 18, or imprisoned not more than 2 years, or both.

The American Resistance Party accuses this rat-bastard judge of not being a true US
citizen. As a matter of fact, the American Resistance Party objects to all person from
Puerto Rico being considered United States citizens. (On March 2, 1917, the Jones–
Shafroth Act was signed, collectively making Puerto Ricans United States citizens
without rescinding their Puerto Rican citizenship. Since Puerto Rico is NOT a U.S.
Territory, they cannot be considered citizens.) The U.S. Constitution does NOT allow
for dual citizenship. (This rat-bastard judge only has bogus citizenship from the U.S.)
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